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Abstract
The ability of an imaging modality to precisely determine patient anatomy and pro-
vide reliable information about tumor position is critical in the radiotherapy process.
As image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) becomes more popular in radiation treatment,
its overall quality and performance, such as the image quality and amount of dose
delivered, need to be assessed. The research described in this dissertation was focused
on investigation of the image quality of the planar and cone-beam computed tomogra-
phy (CBCT) images of two imaging systems commonly used in radiotherapy: Varian
On-Board Imager (OBI) and Elekta X-ray Volumetric Imager (XVI). Several imaging
quality tests were performed using current clinical imaging protocols provided with
both systems and various types of image quality phantoms. CBCT imaging dose of
each system was also estimated using standard CT dose index (CTDI) phantoms and
several imaging protocols.
Overall, the image quality between the OBI and XVI was fairly consistent with
each other with the exception of high contrast resolution and Hounsfield Unit (HU)
accuracy. CTDI of OBI was higher than that of XVI which was related to the different
designs and imaging protocols between the two systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The importance of imaging in radiotherapy now goes beyond diagnostic assessment
and treatment planning. Recent technical developments in the field of radiotherapy
have enabled the integration of imaging techniques into daily delivery of radiation
at the linear accelerator. Image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT), where the patient is
imaged in the treatment position before, during and/or after the treatment, improves
precision and accuracy of treatment delivery.
Several imaging modalities are used for IGRT but none more prevalent than kilo-
voltage cone beam computed tomography (kV CBCT) system, in which a volumetric
image of a patient is reconstructed to evaluate and correct setup uncertainties before
the treatment. Since such imaging systems play a vital role in radiotherapy, it is
important to investigate their features and limitations as well as to setup a quality
assurance (QA) program to ensure accuracy of image quality and dose.
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The systems analyzed in this study are the Varian On-Board Imager (OBI) and
Elekta X-ray Volumetric Imager (XVI) in the kV planar and CBCT modes. The
quality of images and doses were investigated for both systems using different types
of phantoms and scanning protocols.
Chapter 2 of this dissertation provides a general overview of basic physics and
imaging concepts used in kV imaging, including the interactions that lead to the kV
X-ray production as well as a description of kV X-ray detection. Chapter 3 introduces
the concept of IGRT, a review of its techniques, image registration methods, and a
discussion of CBCT-based IGRT QA program. Chapter 4 presents a description of
the Varian OBI and Elekta XVI systems in terms of image acquisition and clinical
protocols, testing methods and phantoms used to evaluate images quality and dose
measurements. The results of these tests are presented in Chapter 5, while their
interpretation is discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes the work.
2
Chapter 2
Background
The research of this dissertation is aimed at evaluation the quality and dose of kV
imaging. The following chapter explains the basic physics of interactions of photon
with matter, kV X-ray production and detection.
2.1 Interaction of photons with matter
X-ray imaging, in general, is dependent upon the interactions of a photon beam with
matter. When a photon beam is incident on a material, some of the photons will
interact, while the rest pass through the material unaffected. At the energy range
used in medical imaging, three different types of interactions can occur: photoelectric
effect, Compton scattering, and pair production. These interactions are schematically
presented in Figure 2.1. The probability of each of these interactions is based on
the atomic number Z of the medium and the incident photon energy hν, where h
is Planck’s constant and ν is the frequency of the beam, as illustrated in Figure
3
2.2. The most common interactions involved in the production of kV images are the
photoelectric effect and Compton scattering.
Figure 2.2: Regions of predominance of different types of photon interactions with
material.1
4
+Incident photon
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Figure 2.1: Interaction of photons with matter.
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2.1.1 Photoelectric Effect
The photoelectric effect involves an interaction between a photon and a bound elec-
tron, in which the photon is entirely absorbed by the atom and all of its energy (hν)
is transferred to the electron. The electron will be ejected with kinetic energy of
Ek = hν−EB, where EB is the binding energy of the electron. The ejection of the or-
bital electron creates a vacancy in the shell and leaves the atoms in an excited state.2
The excited atom can return to its ground state by emission of either characteristic
X-rays or Auger electrons.
The probability of photoelectric effect is dependent upon the photon energy. If
the energy of the photon is less than the binding energy of the electron then a photo-
electric effect can not occur. The photoelectric effect is most likely to occur when the
photon energy is slightly exceeds the binding energy of the electron. As the photon
energy increases further the probability decreases. For this reason, the photoelectric
effect is the dominant interaction in medical imaging using kV X-rays. The photoelec-
tric effect also depends upon the atomic number Z. For example, the atomic number
of bone is much higher than that of soft tissue, therefore, bone and soft tissue can be
easily differentiated in a kV X-ray imaging.
2.1.2 Compton Scattering
The Compton scattering, also known as incoherent scattering , is an interaction be-
tween a photon and a free electron. A free electron is defined as an electron whose
binding energy is much less than energy of of the photon (i.e. EB  hν). In this
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process, the orbital electron interacts with the incoming photon and is ejected at an
angle θ, and a photon of less energy is scattered at an angle φ. The kinetic energy
of the emitted electron is a function of the energy of the photon, the rest energy of
the electron, and the angle of the scattered photon (φ), and is given by the following
equation:2
E = hν
α(1− cosφ)
1 + α(1− cosφ) (2.1)
Where α = hν
m0c2
, in which m0 is the rest mass of the electron, c2 is the speed of light,
and m0c2 represents the rest energy of the electron (0.511 MeV). The probability of
the Compton scattering increases as the incoming photon energy increases and then
starts to decrease as pair production occurs. Compton scattering is independent of
atomic number Z, therefore, in an image using MV X-rays, bone and soft tissue are
hardly differentiated.
2.1.3 Pair Production
Pair production is the interaction between a photon and the electromagnetic field of
a nucleus in which energy is converted into mass. The photon disappears and gives
up all its energy to produce a particle-antiparticle pair: electron (e−) and positron
(e+). In order for pair production to take place, the photon energy must be at least
1.022 MeV because the rest mass energy of each of the electron and positron is 0.511
MeV. The probability of this interaction increases with the atomic number of the
material since the pair production process occurs within the Coulomb field of the
nucleus. Any photon energy above this threshold energy will be shared between the
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particle-antiparticle pair as kinetic energy, namely3
hν − 1.022 = E− + E+ (2.2)
Here E− and E+ are the kinetic energy of the electron and the positron, respectively.
The total kinetic energy given to the particles can be distributed between electron
and positron in many ways such as one particle receiving all the energy and the
other none or most likely each particle receiving half of the total kinetic energy. The
energy range in which pair production dominates is 25 MeV and above, and it occurs
occasionally in radiotherapy treatment with high energy beams.
2.2 kV X-ray Production
To produce X-rays, electrons must be generated through the use of an X-ray tube.
Figure 2.4 represents a schematic illustration of the components of an X-ray tube.
The source of electrons in the X-ray tube is the negative electrode or the cathode,
which has a tungsten filament that is heated by passing an electric current through
it.2 As the filament is heated, a cloud of electrons will form around the filament. The
electrons are then accelerated from the cathode to the anode (positive electrode) by a
high potential difference (∆V) applied across the X-ray tube (20 to 150 kV). The X-
rays are then produced via two different processes: Bremsstrahlung and characteristic
X-rays processes. Bremsstrahlung production occurs when electrons travel close to
a strong electric field caused by the positively charged nuclei of the anode material,
causing the decelerated electrons to radiate energy. The decelerated electron will lose
a fraction of its energy as a bremsstrahlung X-ray and then continue to interact with
8
Figure 2.4: Diagrammatic representation of an X-ray tube used in medical imaging.
other atoms in the target material. The characteristic X-ray photons are produced
when the incident electron collides with an orbital electron of the anode atoms. In this
collision, both electrons are ejected from the target atom leaving a hole in the shell
which will be filled by an outer shell electron. As a result, a photon is produced with
an energy that is equal to the difference in the binding energies of the two electron
shells. The resulting X-ray beam, a cone-shaped beam, can be filtered and reshaped
by using different types of filters and collimator.4
The number of accelerated electrons per second can be determined by the X-ray
tube current (mA), in which 1 mA equals to 6.24×1015electrons/sec.4 Moreover, the
potential difference between the cathode and anode determines the amount of energy
gained by these electrons. An electron that is generated by the applied potential of
120 kV will reach the anode with energy equal to 120 keV. The peak voltage (kVp) of
the X-ray tube defines the maximum energy that electrons can obtain.
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Increasing the tube current as well as the exposure time will result in accelerating
a high number of electrons from the cathode to the anode. Thus, the X-ray spectrum
can be scaled by the product of the tube current (mA) and the exposure time (s),
known as milliampere seconds (mAs).5 Changing the mAs will alter the number of
X-ray photons being produced at a specific energy.
2.3 kV X-ray Detection
The spectra that emerge from an imaged object differ in the X-ray intensity, which
is dependent upon the area where they pass through the object. These variations in
the intensity are detected to create a radiographic images. Most imaging modalities
use standard flat-panel detectors (FPD) that are generally composed of a amorphous
silicon (aSi) and a scintillator.
Clinically, an indirect detector system, a scintillator-based X-ray detector, is
widely used (Figure 2.5). In this detector, the scintillator converts the energy from
the incident X-rays to visible light photons. These photons then strike a silicon
photodiode array that generates a potential difference or electrical charge, which is
proportional to the intensity of the light. After each exposure of X-ray, the electrical
charge is collected and converted (digitized) into a gray scale (pixel value) that is used
to represent an image. In other words, these pixel data are an electronic representation
of an image of the object.6
It should be noted that the intensity of light photons and the produced electrical
charge are proportional to the intensity of X-ray photons incident on the surface of
10
the detector.6 Moreover, most flat panel detectors use Cesium-Iodide (CsI) as the
scintillator since it is considered an excellent absorber of X-ray photons.
Figure 2.5: The detection method for an indirect detector. An X-ray beam interacts
with the scintillator and produces light photons which are detected by an aSi array.
11
Chapter 3
Imaging in Radiation Therapy
3.1 Preface
Cancer starts when cells in one part of the body begin to grow out of control. Unlike
normal cells, cancer cells do not stop growing and reproducing cells. Also, they can
invade or grow into other organs or tissues. This process is called metastasis and
happens when abnormal cells get into the lymph vessels or bloodstream and form
secondary tumors. The term cancer applies only to a malignant tumor, in which
abnormal cells destroy nearby tissues. Tumors that are not cancerous are called
benign. This kind can grow large but can not invade other tissues, and removing the
mass of the tumor usually leads to a complete cure. Most cancer types are named for
the part or organ in which they start. Carcinoma, for example, is a malignant cancer
originating from epithelial cells, and is considered the most common type of cancer
in humans. An example of a benign tumor is adenoma, which is a non-cancerous
epithelial tumor with a glandular organization. A malignant version of this type of
12
cancer is known as drosarcoma or adenocarcinoma (Figure 3.1).7 As shown in the
figure, a benign glandular tumor stays within the basal lamina, which defines the
boundary of the normal tissue (duct), while a malignant glandular tumor damages
duct integrity.
Figure 3.1: Benign glandular tumor versus malignant glandular tumor.7
Treatment of cancer depends upon many factors such as type and stage of
cancer, the patient’s health and preferences, and possible side effects of the treatment
option. Surgery, for example, is one option that is used to diagnose, treat, or to
prevent recurrence of cancer. It is considered an effective treatment plan if the cancer
has not spread to other parts of the body. Furthermore, there is chemotherapy, the
use of drugs based on the type of cancer and its stage to destroy cancer cells by
stopping them from growing and dividing. Unlike chemotherapy, targeted therapy is
a drug used to target the gene alterations in cells that cause cancer with less damage to
healthy cells.8 Radiation therapy is also considered as an effective treatment option for
many types of cancer. The main objective of radiation therapy is to deliver a high dose
to the target area with minimum dose to surrounding normal tissues. The radiation
beam can be delivered to the patients by using an external source of radiation, which
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is called external-beam radiation therapy, or by inserting a radioactive material into
the body close to cancer cells, known as brachytherapy.9 The most common type of
radiotherapy treatment is the external-beam radiation therapy, such as the use of a
linear accelerator to create a megavoltage radiation beam.
3.2 The Role of Imaging in Radiation Therapy
The success of radiotherapy strongly depends upon the accuracy of delivering the
desired dose to the tumor volume with minimal dose to normal tissues. This is not
an easy task to achieve due to some uncertainties that occur between or during the
treatments and this is why most modern radiotherapy modalities are image based.
In fact, imaging plays an important role in each step of the radiation therapy pro-
cess beginning at diagnosis and continuing through treatment planning, delivery, and
treatment follow up. In the early stage of image guidance in radiation therapy, both
megavoltage (MV) and kilovoltage (KV) portal imaging were used to align the patient
with the treatment beam (Figure 3.2).10 The use of portal images was not enough to
visualize target volumes and it limited the images and the treatment planning to two
dimensions.
In the 1970’s, the invention of the computed tomography (CT) made it possible
for oncologists to visualize a three dimensional image of any part of the body in a
non invasive way. Anatomical information on CT images are presented in transverse
slices based on electron density with high contrast resolution and excellent soft tissue
contrast.11
14
Figure 3.2: Kilovoltage imaging modality (1960).10
Modern treatment delivery is dependent on kV CT images to accurately position
the patient on the treatment table. The position of the patient is usually checked
with skin markers and/or bony structures. However, this positioning technique may
involve some uncertainties since the internal patient anatomy changes with time;
this kind of movement is known as interfractional motion. For instance, the shape
and position of the prostate are significantly dependent on the filling of the rectum
and the bladder. Furthermore, the motion of the prostate is independent of the
bony structures; thus its position can not be precisely established by bony landmark
registration. Intrafractional motion is another type of motion that leads to geometric
uncertainties. It is the motion of the anatomy during the treatment session such
as respiratory motion or cardiac motion. As a matter of fact, those geometrical
uncertainties can be reduced in different ways; however, they can not be totally
eliminated.
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Advances in current imaging modalities have greatly elevated the resolution and
contrast of the patient anatomy. Practically, the basic tumor target volume, known
as gross tumor volume (GTV), is obtained from a conjunction of different imaging
modalities (CT, MRI, PET, ultrasound, etc,) as well as clinical examination.11 The
gross tumor volume as defined in the ICRU report 50 is “...the gross palpable or
visible demonstrable extent and location of malignant growth”.12 In order to cover all
microscopic disease surrounding the visible target and other areas at risk the GTV
is expanded to establish the clinical target volume (CTV). The CTV is either a fixed
or variable margin around the target volume (e.g. CTV = GTV + 1 cm).11 To
account for the internal motion of organs contained in or adjacent to the CTV, the
internal target volume (ITV) is added.13 Around the ITV expansion is a planning
target volume (PTV). This volume is designed to account for setup uncertainties.
The larger the variability of the motion and setup, the larger should be the PTV.
Schematic representation of the volumes of interest is shown in Figure 3.3.
GTV
CTVITV
PTV
Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the different volumes as defined by the ICRU
reports 50 & 62.12,13
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The unfortunate consequence of adding these margins is that it limits the target
dose escalation due to dose limits on nearby organs at risk. Exposing normal tissues
within margins to a high dose may cause unacceptable morbidity. Therefore, it is
useful to reduce the margin size while keeping the target irradiated. Nevertheless,
reducing the margin size can lead to a significant problem if the patient anatomy
and position are not accurate or different from the treatment plan. This will result
in motion blurring of the dose within tumor volume.14 Required accuracy of dose
distribution in the target and patient position require proper use of image guidance
techniques during radiotherapy.
3.3 Image Guided Radiotherapy
Imaging has a wide application in radiotherapy, therefore different definitions of
image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) have been used. It involves imaging the
patient within the treatment room before irradiation to ensure accurate treatment.15
IGRT is defined as the use of on-board imaging prior to treatment to guide patient
position and set up. In fact, it is difficult to administer a relatively high dose to the
planned target without uncertainties, such as patient set-up and anatomy motion.
The precise location of the target and adjacent healthy tissues are frequently not
known exactly, the use of a safety margin as mentioned earlier is important in this
case.
The significant role of IGRT is to target tumors more accurately, and to reduce
the exposure to normal tissues during treatment. In addition, IGRT increases the
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amount of information collected through the course of the radiation treatment. This
information allows the ongoing assessment of the treatment planning techniques such
as target margin expansion or shrinkage and the changes of the target size due to ra-
diotherapy. IGRT also enables new planning and delivery techniques that incorporate
the information obtained from imaging systems, known as adaptive radiation therapy
(ART).10,16 Adaptive radiotherapy (ART) is defined as the continued use of imag-
ing to monitor the target changes between treatment fractions, in which the tumor
changes during treatment is examined prior to every delivery. Thus, the treatment
plan can be adjusted to match the deformation of the target.10 The ART benefit can
only be reached if total deformations and records of the target are registered for each
radiotherapy fraction, known as image-guided adaptive radiation therapy (IGART).
3.4 IGRT Imaging Techniques
In IGRT, there are many types of imaging modalities that can be used to verify
patient position and set up. In this section, we briefly discuss the image acquisition
of the most popular IGRT technologies as well as the image registration process in
IGRT.
3.4.1 Portal Images
Electronic portal imaging devices (EPID) has been used for decades to verify the
patient set-up and position efficiency. The major advantage of the EPID is the pro-
duction of a digital image of the beam exiting the target with good contrast and
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resolution.14 It is the most widespread on-board IGRT system, first described by
Leong et al.17 Generally, EPID is used to increase the accuracy of the alignment
between the treatment beam and target. In addition, the EPID can be used for
quality assurance and dose verification before the beginning of radiation treatment.18
A megavoltage (MV) electronic portal imaging device, for example, can verify the
accuracy of patient position as well as monitor target position during a treatment
session.2,16 There are two main limitations of this technology: the first it can not
provide a three-dimensional volumetric image of the target; the second it has in-
sufficient low contrast sensitivity of patients’ anatomy at MV energies due to the
dominance of the Compton effect.
3.4.2 CT on Rails
Volumetric imaging and in particular CT provides an accurate geometric data of the
target and its surrounding normal tissues. Most volumetric IGRT imaging techniques
give a static image of the target such as tumor position. Such techniques are able to
assess whether the planning target volume (PTV) margin precisely covers the target
area.19 The first example of volumetric imaging is in-room CT scanners, in which a
separate CT scanner is housed over the treatment table using special rails. To acquire
a pre-treatment CT image, the treatment couch is moved to be aligned with the CT
scanner. The latter is then rotated in the axial orientation relative to the patient. At
the end of the process, the treatment table is moved back into alignment with the
linear accelerator gantry. The main benefit of the in-room CT system is providing
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a high-quality three-dimensional image of patient anatomy, which is important to
localize the tumor and to reconstruct dose distribution within the target.10
3.4.3 CBCT Systems in IGRT
Cone beam CT imaging technique is the most recent advancement in volumetric
imaging IGRT. Nowadays, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is used with
a diagnostic X-ray tube and a large-area flat panel detector to test the accuracy of
patient position during radiation therapy. Using CBCT prior to treatment session,
a full CT scan of the patient is acquired in less than 2 minutes. Following that, the
CT scan is registered to a reference CT data to facilitate accurate positioning of the
patient to the treatment beam isocenter.20 The CBCT image that is created looks
similar to a three-dimensional fan beam CT image; however, the image quality is not
as good as FBCT.21 A fan shaped X-ray beam is a traditional CT scan that obtains an
image by acquiring one or more thin slices per rotation, in which the length of the slice
is between 0.06 and 2.4 cm.22 CBCT image quality is limited compared to the FBCT
due to the scattered radiation produced by a volumetric image acquisition. The two
most popular CBCT systems are briefly discussed in the following subsections.
Kilovoltage CBCT
Kilovoltage CBCT is the most common application of three-dimensional cone-beam
CT. It is based on tomographic images obtained at the time of radiation therapy.
Besides tomographic imaging kV CBCT is also capable of producing radiographic
and fluoroscopic images from the same X-ray source and detector. In kV CBCT, the
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X-ray tube is positioned at 90◦ relative to the central axis of the linear accelerator
beam. To acquire an image, an amorphous silicon (aSi) flat-panel detector is mounted
opposite to the X-ray tube to detect the kV X-rays beam. The gantry rotates 180◦ or
more to obtain planar projection images from different directions.2 The reconstructed
volumetric images show good low contrast tissues, which is useful in determining the
gross volume of the target (GTV). The goal of IGRT is to correct for the displacement
of the target relative to its planned position. Using daily IGRT with kV CBCT has
proven that it is possible to reduce the PTV margin to up to 50% for head and neck
cancer patients.23 Such a reduction in the PTV margin leads to reduction in radiation
toxicity with equivalent local target control. Unlike MV beam, the kV beam deposits
much higher doses in bones than in soft tissues. This is attributed to the fact that
the photoelectric interactions are highly dependent upon the atomic number Z.
Megavoltage CBCT
Similar to kV CBCT, megavoltage CBCT is used to acquire a volumetric image of
patient anatomy. Currently, in this approach, EPID employs flat-panel detectors. In
addition, the X-ray source used for imaging is the megavoltage radiation beam of
the linear accelerator. The benefits of the megavoltage beam are the reduction of
scattering and beam hardening artifacts as well as elimination of high Z materials
artifacts.22 To obtain multiple planar projection images, the X-ray source and the
detector rotate around the patient at different angles. Although the soft tissue con-
trast images is much weaker in MV CBCT due to the dominance of the Compton
effect at MV energies, the overall quality of the volumetric images is generally useful
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for localization of the target.
3.4.4 Helical Tomotherapy
Helical tomotherapy is an integrated-accelerator imager that can be used to acquire
fan-beam MV CT images of patient anatomy and deliver sophisticated intensity-
modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) treatments. They are called MV CT images
since the imaging beam is created by the same linear accelerator that produced the
treatment beam. Such property makes tomotherapy a distinct device with the ability
of providing IMRT and IGRT using the same treatment apparatus.2 The accelerator
in this technology rotates in a full circle, and at the same time the treatment couch is
moving gradually through a donut-shaped accelerator gantry housing also the detector
to create a helical motion of the radiotherapy beam with respect to the patient. Unlike
CT images, the noise of MV CT images is high with poor soft tissue contrast; however,
they have sufficient contrast for patient localization at time of treatment.24
3.4.5 Image Registration for IGRT
Image registration is an important step in image guided radiotherapy. The main goal
of this process is to correlate different image sets to find corresponding landmarks or
regions. In IGRT, the image registration compares the daily IGRT image and the
reference image in order to obtain the corresponding adjustments to accurately align
the tumor volume to the radiotherapy beam. The reference image is acquired at the
time of radiation treatment planning and represents the intended precise alignment
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of tumor volume and treatment beam. For example, the reconstructed MV CBCT
or kV CBCT images are integrated with the pre-treatment CT images using special
image registration software, in which the pre-treatment images are displayed in dif-
ferent colors. For CT on rails, the images in registration process are viewed parallel
to each other on the computer screen and can be displayed in different planes such
as transverse, sagittal, and coronal planes.2,25 According to the registration results,
the required adjustments to the treatment couch and hence the patient position are
automatically performed before the start of radiotherapy.
In most image modalities, the image registration can be achieved manually or
automatically. For manual or visual registration mode, the two image sets are super-
imposed in a way that they can align visually based to anatomical features. In the
automatic mode of registration, reference points, curve-like features, or pixel value
information are used in both image sets to bring them into alignment. There are two
main categories of automatic registration: rigid body registration and deformable reg-
istration. In the rigid body registration, the anatomical sites or regions are considered
to be rigidly related. The rigid body registration involves rigid transformations be-
tween the treatment and reference images, including translations and rotations in 3D
coordinate system.
In the deformable registration, there is more freedom in terms of rotations and
translations to register the deformation between target and reference images.10,19
Generally, automatic registration is more accurate and efficient than manual registra-
tion. In addition, these IGRT registration modes are slightly affected by the following
factors: imaging modality settings such as image quality (e.g. spatial resolution, con-
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trast, and noise), anatomical site, and the accuracy of the registration algorithm.
3.5 Quality Assurance for CBCT-based IGRT
Effort spent on quality assurance (QA) of imaging devices in radiology have been
dramatically increasing since modern radiotherapy relies on imaging in all stages of
patient care. The goal of a QA program is to make sure that the imaging system
performance characteristics do not differ from the established baseline at the time of
commissioning.26 The introduction of different imaging modalities and image guid-
ance strategies in radiotherapy, such as the cone beam CT based IGRT, requires
appropriate quality assurance and controls. The American Association of Physics in
Medicine, AAPM report No 179 contains QA aspects (tests and tolerance) for most
CT-based IGRT systems.22 In general, the commissioning and acceptance procedure
includes five aspects of QA: system mechanical safety, geometric accuracy, image
quality, registration and correction accuracy, and dosimetric measurements. Each of
these tests will be covered in the following subsections.
3.5.1 System Mechanical Safety
Testing the safety and the functionality of the imaging systems is performed on a
daily basis and should match the acceptance test procedure provided by the vendor.
The initial safety tests should include a functionality check of all system interlocks
such as the door interlock, kV or MV source interlock, emergency-off interlock, and
touch guards (e.g. kV and MV imaging flat panel arms and linear accelerator head).
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It is important to check the door interlock to prevent irradiation when the door of
the treatment room is open. The door interlock and imaging system source interlock
tests are done by opening the door of the treatment room while the radiation beam
is being emitted and when the imaging source arms are not entirely opened.
The aim of testing the emergency stop switch is to protect patients and personnel
from equipment collisions and undesirable irradiation by stopping the treatment beam
and all motions. The AAPM report No 142 recommends that the safety tests of kV
CBCT or MV CBCT should be performed on a daily basis for IGRT application.26
3.5.2 Geometric Accuracy
Since the kV imaging system is used to position the patient with respect to the MV
treatment beam, it is important to align the isocenter of kV imaging system with
the isocenter of the MV treatment system. The latter refers to the point where
the center of the MV beam intersects the axis of rotation of the gantry, couch, and
collimator. The agreement of kV and MV beam isocenters is tested by aligning the
center of a high-contrast object, such as a ball bearing phantom with a diameter of
8mm, with the treatment room laser lines. The laser lines define the vertical and
horizontal coordinate planes and point to the MV isocenter. More details on how
the measurement is done are provided in the literature.20,22,26,27 This QA parameter
is important for accurate treatment delivery, therefore, a daily test of the geometric
calibration should be done to monitor agreement of the isocenters.
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3.5.3 CBCT Image Quality
The image quality of kV and MV CBCT imaging systems is significantly influenced
by the characteristics of these technologies such as pixel and focal spot size and the
geometry of the cone beam. For instance, the large cone beam angle used in CBCT
systems leads to an increase of scattering signals on projection images used in recon-
struction. The contribution of scatter to the CBCT images decreases the contrast of
soft tissue and the accuracy of CT numbers as well as increasing image noise. In addi-
tion, since the image acquisition time in CBCT technologies is quite long (≈1-2 mins),
the image quality will be affected by the blurring of intrafractional motion. There-
fore, on the CBCT-based IGRT systems, it is recommended that measurements of
image quality are performed on a monthly or semiannual basis to detect any changes
of the system.22 Image quality tests are performed using special phantoms that con-
sist of different cylindrical sections to test different features of image quality. For
example, CatPhan phantom (The Phantom Laboratory, Salem, NY) is used for kV
CBCT imaging quality purposes including high contrast resolution, Hounsfield Unit
(HU) accuracy, spatial linearity, low contrast sensitivity, and field uniformity.20 A
single scan of this phantom gives a number of quality assurance parameters in a short
amount of time.
3.5.4 Registration and Correction Accuracy
As mentioned in section 3.4.5, it is important for imaging system to precisely register
a target localization geometry with a reference geometry. In this QA procedure the
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registration and couch shift accuracy is tested using different methods and phantoms.
On the Elekta XVI system, Lehmann et al. and his group used an anthropomor-
phic phantom (Rando phantom) to test the algorithm for (re)positioning the patient
relative to the isocenter of the treatment beam.20 This test was performed to accu-
rately detect any shift or misalignment in the position and to determine the precise
shift back to the correct position. The phantom was moved in different directions
(right, up, and in) relative to the reference position, in which each movement of the
phantom was determined by the couch digital readout (1 mm resolution). After de-
tecting these movements, the phantom was repositioned to its initial location relative
to the isocenter and a new image was taken. Comparing the resulting image with the
reference image showed that the position correction algorithm precisely detected the
translational and rotational movements of the phantom with accuracy of 1 mm and
0.6 degree, respectively.
3.5.5 Dosimetric Measurements
Measurement of the dose to patients in CBCT systems is an important quality assur-
ance test in IGRT. It is used to establish the baseline measure of patient dose and to
monitor that measure over time. Since the dose distribution across the patient may
differ, dosimetry test efficiency in CBCT depends upon the scanning system param-
eters and techniques. In the past decade, a number of publications have examined
the CBCT imaging systems dose delivered to patients. Two main methods have been
established to measure the dose in the patient: either by using the Monte Carlo (MC)
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code to estimate the dose through simulation in software28 or by measuring the dose
experimentally using special phantoms.29–34
Some of these studies used two types of CBCT systems; the Varian OBI (ver-
sion 1.3/1.4) and Elekta XVI. The measured CBCT imaging doses using these two
systems are not identical due to the differences between them in terms of the image
acquisition mode, imager filters, detector design, reconstruction techniques, and other
factors. In addition, some studies have proven that the dose may be affected by dif-
ferences in patient size.30,35–37 Moreover, even when using the same imaging system
and phantoms, the concomitant dose may change. Palm et al., made a comparison
between two different versions of Varian OBI system software; version 1.3 and 1.4.
They found that the imaging dose in Varian OBI v1.4 system is lower than in v1.3.38
As mentioned above, dose measurement depends upon a number of factors that need
to be considered if the large scale application of CBCT-based IGRT technology is to
be optimized.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter a general background of radiation therapy and the role of imaging
in radiotherapy have been introduced followed by an introduction to image guided
radiation therapy (IGRT). Furthermore, the need for accurate methods of quality
assurance used to check the system mechanical safety, geometric uncertainties, image
quality, registration and correction accuracy, and dosimetric measurements in IGRT
technology has been investigated. While CBCT-based IGRT imaging systems have
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been used to reduce patient set-up uncertainties, there are a number of quality assur-
ance issues that need to be considered to benefit from the full potential of an on-board
imaging technology. These issues include the quality of on-board CBCT images, per-
formance of the CBCT imaging systems, and the quality of the system with respect to
patient dose. It is important, therefore, to investigate each of these issues to improve
the application of CBCT imaging devices during image-guided radiation therapy.
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Chapter 4
Materials and Methods
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the use of imaging devices for verification and
correction of patient position prior to treatment has spread widely in the last few
years and is known as Image Guided Radiotherapy (IGRT). kV CBCT is a premiere
device for IGRT technology with the ability of producing high quality images of the
patient. Two kV CBCT systems were investigated in this study: the On-Board Imager
(OBI) by Varian and X-Ray Volumetric Imager (XVI) by Elekta (Figure 4.1). This
chapter describes those two systems in terms of configurations and scanning protocols.
In addition, the various testing methods and phantoms needed for a comprehensive
quality assurance of both systems will be covered.
It should be noted that both systems were accepted and commissioned prior to
use for treatment and before this study was performed. The image quality and dose
assessments were also performed to make sure these imaging systems were consistent
over time with the established baseline data.
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Figure 4.1: The kV CBCT systems used in this study, left: the Varian OBI, right:
Elekta XVI.∗
4.1 The Varian R© OBI System
In this study, two different units of the Varian OBI were used: one was installed
in 2009 (Clinac 5) and the other was installed in 2011 (Clinac 4). The OBI con-
sists of two mounted arms (ExactTM): one for the kV X-ray source (kVS) and the
other for the flat panel aSi detector (kVD). Both are mounted on the linac linear
accelerator orthogonally with respect to the treatment beam. The kVS X-ray tube
has a tungsten/rhenium (W-Re) target angled at 14◦ and two possible focal spots:
small (0.4mm) and large (0.8mm). This X-ray tube generates photon spectra with
kVp ranging from 40 to 125 kV.39 In addition, the kVS has adjustable blades that
collimates the X-ray beam (2×2 to 50×50 cm2 projected at 100 cm from the focal
spot). The amorphous silicon flat panel detector has a size of approximately 40×30
∗All figures were taken by author unless otherwise indicated.
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cm2.40 The isocenter of the CBCT imager is at 100 cm from the kVS and the source
to detector distance (SDD) can be 140, 150, or 170 cm.39
Two types of filters are used to improve CBCT image quality: the full and half
bow-tie filters (Figure 4.2). The bow-tie filters are made of aluminum and mounted
to the kVS when in use. The main functions of the filters are to reduce X-ray scatter,
reduce skin dose, reduce the dynamic range demands on the kVD, and to allow higher
energy X-rays to be used without saturating the detector.40 The full bow-tie filter is
used for small anatomical sites such as head and neck while the half bow-tie filter is
used for large anatomical regions such as chest, abdomen, and pelvis.
Figure 4.2: Full and half bow-tie filter used in the OBI imaging system.
The kV CBCT image acquisition has two scanning modes depending on the di-
mension of the anatomical site: full-fan and half-fan modes. If the reconstructed
volume diameter is ≤25 cm, a full-fan mode is used, in which the center of the kVD
is aligned with kVS. For a head protocol, a small field of view (FOV) setting, full-fan
mode and full bow-tie filter are used. A total of 350 projections during the 200◦
gantry rotation are acquired.41 If the diameter of the reconstructed volume is >25
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cm, the CBCT image acquisition is switched to a half-fan mode, in which the kVD
is offset laterally by∼15 cm and only half of the scanned object is viewed in each
projection. The half-fan acquisition mode with the half bow-tie filter is usually used
for body scans such as pelvis and chest with a large FOV setting (45 cm). In this
mode, a total of approximately 650 to 700 projections during 360◦ gantry rotation
are obtained. A representation of each scan mode is shown in Figure 4.3.
(a) Full-fan mode. (b) Half-fan mode.
Figure 4.3: The OBI system acquisition modes for (a) full-fan mode and (b) half-fan
mode. 1- kV source and 2- kV flat-panel detector.40
The X-ray parameters, such as tube voltage (kVp), current (mA), and exposure
time per projection (ms) are preset for anatomical sites within the OBI software.
These techniques depend upon the anatomical site and can be adjusted for each
patient.41
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4.2 The Elekta R© XVI System
The other IGRT imager technology that was used in this study is the Elekta InfinityTM
X-ray Volumetric Imager (XVI). In this study two different units of Elekta XVI were
used: Infinity 1 (installed in 2013) and Infinity 2 (installed in 2014). The kV imaging
system consists of kV X-ray source (kVS) with an amorphous Silicon (aSi) flat panel
detector (41×41 cm2) (kVD) mounted orthogonally to the treatment beam. The
X-ray tube of the XVI system is capable of maintaining a tube voltage range from
70 to 150 kV and it is positioned at 100 cm from the gantry isocenter. For CBCT
image acquisition, the gantry is rotated around the object and images are taken
continuously.20,42
There are three FOVs in the XVI system: small (S), medium (M), and large (L).
In the small FOV setting, the center of the kVD is aligned with the central axis of
kVS with X-ray field of diameter of 27 cm (Figure 4.4a). Known as full-fan mode, this
setting requires a gantry rotation of 200◦ to complete the acquisition. It is preferable
to use the small FOV mode when scanning head and neck or other anatomical sites of
less than 27 cm in diameter. For the medium (41 cm) or large (50 cm) FOV setting,
the kVD is shifted laterally by 115 mm or 190 mm, respectively, so that an increase in
FOV can be achieved. Both settings require gantry rotation of 360◦ to complete the
image acquisition, known as half-fan mode. A schematic representations of a small
and a large FOV are shown in Figure 4.4.
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(a) Small FOV (b) Large FOV
Figure 4.4: Geometry of the small and large FOVs. 1-kV source reference axis, 2-kV
source focal spot, 3-Projection of X-ray field, and 4-kV detector.43
To define the dimension of the X-ray beam, a lead collimator cassette is inserted
in front of the X-ray source. Various sizes are available as shown in Figure 4.5.
Each cassette has a specific label (2, 10, 15, and 20) that identifies the longitudinal
field size.32,43 Table 4.2.1 lists the cassette labels and their corresponding FOVs and
irradiated lengths at the isocenter.43 Changing the cassette is useful to reduce dose
to the patient as well as to reduce scatter that affects the image quality.
Similar to the Varian OBI system, the XVI system has two types of filters: F1
(bow-tie shaped) and F0 (an empty insert). The F1 filter is used for all treatment
anatomy sites except for head and neck region, where F0 is preferably used.44,45 In
practice, there are four preset scanning protocols for the XVI system: head and neck,
pelvis, prostate, and chest. Each protocol has preset parameters, such as collimator
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cassette, kVp, mA, ms, and gantry rotation angles, that are created and stored in the
XVI software for clinical use.
Figure 4.5: Collimator cassettes for small, medium, and large FOVs, (Left to right):
S20, M20, and L20. The figure also depicts collimator cassette for medium FOV,
label 10 (M10).
Table 4.2.1: The collimator cassette labels and their irradiated length at isocenter.43
Label
Irradiated length Corresponding
at isocenter (cm) FOV
2 3.52 Medium FOV
3.65 Large FOV
10 13.54 Small & Medium FOVs
14.32 Large FOV
20 27.67 All FOVs
15 17.85 Medium FOV
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4.3 Image Quality Tests
Image quality tests were performed to evaluate the quality of planar kV images and
CBCT images. These measurements are important to establish baselines in imaging
performance as well as to verify consistency in images quality.
4.3.1 Planar kV Image
The two dimensional imaging technique (2D) involves acquisition of a planar radio-
logical images in which the position of the kVS and kVD are fixed. The 2D image
quality tests, such as low contrast sensitivity and high contrast resolution, were per-
formed using a TOR 18FG Leeds phantom (Leeds Test Objects Ltd, North Yorkshire,
UK), as shown in Figure 4.6. The phantom has 18 disks each 8 mm in diameter and
contrast level ranging from 0.81% to 14.9% to evaluate image contrast sensitivity.
Moreover, it has 21 bar patterns with spatial resolution ranging from 0.5 to 5 line
pairs per millimeter (lp/mm) to evaluate spatial resolution of an image. During the
measurements, either with Varian OBI or with Elekta XVI, the phantom was placed
on the cover of the kVD, which was facing up during acquisition.
In the low contrast sensitivity measurement, a 1 mm copper plate was placed
between kVS and kVD to mimic the attenuation through a patient. For OBI, a cop-
per filtration was placed over the kVS, while for XVI, the copper plate was placed on
top of the phantom. In both tests, the X-ray collimation were set to maximum. The
X-ray parameters used for each tests are shown in Table 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.6: The TOR 18FG Leeds phantom (left) and its kV planar image (right).
High contrast resolution and low contrast sensitivity modules are located in the central
and peripheral region of the phantom, respectively.46
Table 4.3.1: The X-ray parameters used in the planar kV images with the Varian OBI and
Elekta XVI units.47
Measurement Varian OBI Elekta XVI
50 kVp 70 kVp
High Contrast Resolution 50 mA 50 mA6 ms 10 ms
0.3 mAs 0.5 mAs
75 kVp 70 kVp
Low Contrast Sensitivity 25 mA 25 mA4 ms 10 ms
0.1 mAs 0.25 mAs
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4.3.2 CBCT Image
All CBCT imaging quality tests for the OBI and the XVI units were carried out using
a Catphan R© 500 phantom (model: CTP 504, The Phantom Laboratory, Salem, NY)
(Figure 4.7a). The CTP 504 phantom is cylindrical with 20 cm length and 20 cm
diameter and is composed of several modules that measure different aspects of CBCT
image quality (Figure 4.7b). During measurements, the phantom was placed at the
end of the treatment couch, leveled, and aligned with the isocenter of the treatment
beam. The reconstructed images were saved and exported as DICOM files, which
were then analyzed using OsiriX software v.5.8.2.48 Five aspects of image quality were
assessed: high contrast resolution, Hounsfield Unit (HU) accuracy, spatial linearity,
low contrast sensitivity, and image uniformity.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: (a) Catphan R©500, (b) Illustration of CTP 504 model.49,50
Module CTP528 (Figure 4.8a) was used to measure high contrast resolution. It
consists of 21 line pair patterns ranging from 1 to 21 line pairs per centimeter (lp/cm).
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The high contrast resolution was determined by counting the maximum number of
line pairs that could be visualized.
CTP404 module (Figure 4.8b) was used to measure the HU values; it has seven
different inserts each with known densities and attenuation coefficients: teflon, delrin,
acrylic, polystyrene, low density polyethylene (LDPE), polymethylpentene (PMP),
and air. The CT number, or HU value, is defined as
CT# =
(µtissue − µwater)
µwater
× 1000 (4.1)
where µtissue and µwater are the linear attenuation coefficients for a tissue sample and
water, respectively. HU values of air, acrylic, and LDPE were recorded and compared
to their nominal values as listed in Table 4.3.2. The measured HU values of each
material should be within ±40 HU of the nominal values.47
Table 4.3.2: Some of the materials present in CTP 404 module and their nominal CT
numbers with comparison to water.47,49
Material Formula Nominal CT #
Air .78N, .21O, .01Ar -1000
LDPE C2H4 -100
Water H2O 0
Acrylic C5H8O2 120
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The same module was used to check spatial linearity. The goal of this test is to
make sure that the reconstructed image accurately represents the phantom dimension.
There are four rods (three air and one Teflon) located at the corners of a 50 mm
square in the middle of the CTP404 module. The measuring tool in OsiriX was used
to measure the distance in the x and y directions between the four rods. The average
distance was determined and recorded for each scanning protocol. The measured
distances should be within ±0.5 mm (±1%) of the reference value (50 mm).
The low contrast sensitivity test was to quantify how well the CBCT system is
able to distinguish two objects with minimal difference in contrast. CTP515, the low
contrast module (Figure 4.8c), is made up of six different contrast target areas that
belong to two main groups: supra-slice and sub-slice contrast targets. The supra-slice
targets have a diameter ranging from 2 to 15 mm with contrast levels of 0.3%, 0.5%,
and 1%, located in the periphery of the phantom. The sub-slice contrast targets,
located in the center of the phantom, have diameters of 3, 5, 7, 9 mm and rod length
of 3, 5, 7 mm. The smallest diameter and contrast level visible on an image are
indicative of the low contrast sensitivity.
Module CTP486-2 was used to evaluate image uniformity. It is made of uniform
material within 2% of the density of water (±20 HU). Five regions of interest (ROI)
were selected at different locations (Figure 4.8d) and HU values were measured. In
addition, the maximum difference between the HU value of the center ROI and those
of peripheral ROIs was also recorded. The measured HU values for all regions as well
as the maximum difference as defined above should be within ±40 HU.
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It is to be noted that the 2D and 3D high contrast resolution and low contrast
sensitivity tests are visual tests. In other words, the visibility of bar patterns and
contrast targets might differ from one observer to another. The examination of the
images will also be affected by the window level, zoom functions, and the users vision
and perception.
(a) CTP 528 (b) CTP 404
(c) CTP 515 (d) CTP 486-2
Figure 4.8: The modules of the Catphan phantom (model: CTP 504).49
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4.4 CBCT Dose
It is important to quantify the additional dose associated with imaging. Computed
Tomography Dose Index (CTDI) method was used in this study to estimate absorbed
dose. In 1981, CTDI was introduced in the USA by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) to describe dose in a single slice. CTDI is defined as the the integral over the
dose profile along a straight line parallel to the axis of rotation, divided by slice
thickness and number of slices.51
CTDI100 =
1
N · T
∫ +50mm
−50mm
D(z)dz [mGy] (4.2)
where N denotes the number of slices measured, T refers to the slice thickness, and
D(z) represents the dose distribution along the z-axis. The integration limits are
chosen from -50 mm to +50 mm for a single slice CT image since dose at 50 mm
or more was negligible. The readouts from an ion chamber gives the value of the
CTDI100. Taking into account that dose distribution in a CTDI phantom decreases
in direction from surface to center, the weighted CTDI can be approximated by
CTDIw =
(
1
3
)
· CTDIcentral +
(
2
3
)
· CTDIperipheral [mGy] (4.3)
Here CTDIcentral is measured at the central axis of the phantom and CTDIperipheral
is the average of four different CTDI values measured in the periphery areas of the
phantom. It should be noted that the CTDI value does not represent the dose to a
specific patient, but used to quantify output of a CT scanner.
In order to estimate the CTDIw, head and body phantoms were used (Figure 4.9).
The cylindrical phantoms are made of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) with density
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of 1.18 g/cm3. The head phantom has a diameter of 16 cm and the body phantom has
a diameter of 32 cm. Both phantoms have a length of approximately 16 cm. During
the measurement, the phantom was placed on the treatment couch and aligned at the
isocenter using the room lasers.
CTDI was measured with an electrometer (Model: 9015, Radcal Corporation
Radiation, Monrovia, CA) and a 3 cm3 ion chamber (Model: 10X5-3CT, Radcal).
The electrometer was calibrated to give measured doses in units of air kerma (mGy).
The active length of the ion chamber was 100 mm. For each measurement of CTDI,
the ion chamber was inserted at the center axis of the phantom and then at each of
the four peripheral locations. Five insertion locations were labeled as center, 3, 6, 9,
and 12 o’clock positions. When the ion chamber was inserted in one location, the
others were filled with PMMA rods to eliminate air cavities.
In the XVI units, the head phantom was scanned with head and neck scanning
protocols and the body phantom was measured with pelvis and prostate protocols.
Detailed scan settings are shown in Table 4.4.1. Using the OBI units, the head
phantom was measured with high-quality and standard-dose head protocols while
the body phantom was scanned with pelvis and low-dose thorax protocols. Note that
in the head protocols full-fan scan technique was used, while in the other protocols,
half-fan scan mode was used. Table 4.4.2 contains a complete description of the OBI
system settings used for each protocol.
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Figure 4.9: The necessary tools used for measuring CBCT dose. (1) Radcal dose
monitor (electrometer), (2) Radcal CTDI ion chamber, and (3) head and body phan-
toms.
Table 4.4.1: Detailed CBCT parameters of the XVI system as well as the CTDIw
values from the XVI reference guide.44
Head and Neck Head and Neck Pelvis Prostate
(Fast) (Standard)
kV Collimator S20 S20 M20 M10
X-Ray Voltage [kVp] 100 100 120 120
Tube Current [mA] 10 10 40 64
Exposure Time [ms] 10 10 40 40
Number of Projections 185 366 660 660
Exposure [mAs] 18.5 36.6 1056 1689.6
Reference CTDIw [mGy] 0.5 1.1 19.3 28.5
Bow-Tie Filter F0 F0 F1 F1
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Table 4.4.2: Detailed CBCT parameters of the Varian OBI system as well as the
CTDIw values from the OBI reference guide.40
Standard-dose High-quality Pelvis Low-dose
head head thorax
X-Ray Voltage [kVp] 100 100 125 110
Tube Current [mA] 20 80 80 20
Exposure Time [ms] 20 25 13 20
Gantry Rotation [deg] 200 200 360 360
Number of Projections 360 360 655 655
Exposure [mAs] 145 720 680 262
Reference CTDIw [mGy] 3.9 19.4 17.7 4.7
Fan Type Full fan Full fan Half fan Half fan
Bow-Tie Filter Full Full Half Half
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Chapter 5
Results
Using the methods described in the previous chapter, the image quality and CBCT
dose were assessed for both the Varian OBI and Elekta XVI systems for different
imaging techniques (refer to Table 4.4.1 and Table 4.4.2).
5.1 Image Quality
5.1.1 Planar kV Image
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the planar kV images of the Leeds phantom using Varian
OBI and Elekta XVI systems. For the high contrast resolution test (Figure 5.1) , both
systems were capable of resolving 1.6 lp/mm (11th bar pattern). For low contrast
sensitivity measurements (Figure 5.2), Clinac 4 unit was able to resolve a minimum of
2.01% contrast sensitivity (disk #13), while at Clinac 5 disk #12 (2.33% sensitivity)
was barely visible. Elekta XVI system provided slightly better low contrast sensitivity
as compared to OBI. Infinity 2 was able to resolve up to disk #14 with contrast
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sensitivity of 1.61%, while in Infinity 1 disk #13 was visible. It should be noted that
XVI images appeared smaller than OBI due to the limited size of the copper plate
placed on top of the phantom as shown in Figure 5.2.
5.1.2 CBCT Image
A. High contrast resolution
The CBCT images of the high contrast resolution module using the Varian OBI and
Elekta XVI systems are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. For the OBI, 7 lp/cm was
visible for standard-dose head protocol, while 4 lp/cm was visible for pelvis protocol.
For the XVI, 4 lp/cm was visible for both protocols. No difference was observed
between Clinac 4 and 5 nor between Infinity 1 and 2.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.1: Planar images showing the high contrast resolution for (a) Clinac 4, (b)
Clinac 5, (c) Infinity 1, and (d) Infinity 2. The arrow shown in each figure represents
the 11th bar pattern.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.2: Planar images showing the low contrast sensitivity. (a) Clinac 4, (b)
Clinac 5, (c) Infinity 1, and (d) Infinity 2. The arrow shown in each figure represents
the maximum disk reported.
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Pelvis Protocol
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.3: Images of high contrast resolution module using pelvis protocol for (a)
Clinac 4, (b) Clinac 5, (c) Infinity 1, and (d) Infinity 2. The arrow shown in each
figure represents the maximum lp/cm reported for pelvis protocol.
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Standard-Dose Head Protocol
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.4: Images of high contrast resolution module using standard-dose head pro-
tocol for (a) Clinac 4, (b) Clinac 5, (c) Infinity 1, and (d) Infinity 2. The arrow shown
in each figure represents the maximum lp/cm reported for head protocol.
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B. Hounsfield Unit (HU) accuracy
The accuracy of HU values is presented in Table 5.1.1 for the OBI and XVI units.
The table shows the measured HU values for air, acrylic, and LDPE for two scanning
protocols, standard-dose head and pelvis, as well as the reference HU for each mate-
rial.
For the OBI system, the measured HU values for air were within 2 to 6 HU of
the reference values. The largest deviation was shown in the head protocol acquired
on Clinac 4, where a value of -994 was recorded. The HU values measured in both
units were well within tolerance (± 40 HU).
The measured HU values for acrylic and LDPE were also consistent with the
reference HU. Clinac 4 data showed a good agreement with the reference values of
HU with a deviation of less than 3 HU (including head and pelvis protocols) in both
materials. For Clinac 5, the largest deviations of 34 and 38 HU from the reference
HU values (120 and -100) were found in the pelvis protocol, where HU of 86 and -138
were recorded for acrylic and LDPE, respectively. Deviation of the HU values in the
head protocol was smaller.
The reported HU values for XVI units were not consistent with the reference
HU values for all materials since the XVI system was not calibrated for HU values.
It is to be noted that HU calibration was not available in the current XVI software
version 4.5, which was used in this study. This explains the poor HU accuracy shown
in Table 5.1.1.
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Table 5.1.1: The measured HU values using Varian OBI and Elekta XVI systems for two different imaging protocols.
Standard-Dose Head Protocol Pelvis Protocol
Material Reference HU
± tolerance
OBI units XVI units OBI units XVI units
Clinac 4 Clinac 5 Infinity 1 Infinity 2 Clinac 4 Clinac 5 Infinity 1 Infinity 2
Air -1000 ±40 -994 -998 -545 -525 -1000 -999 -937 -945
Acrylic 120 ±40 123 122 278 293 120 86 -279 -276
LDPE -100 ±40 -102 -121 126 133 -101 -138 -400 -406
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C. Spatial linearity
The distances between air and Teflon rods were measured using CTP404 module in
the Catphan phantom, in which the nominal distance is equal to 50.0 mm. For OBI
units, the measured distances between the rods ranged from 50.0 mm to 50.2 mm
with half-fan mode (pelvis protocol), and from 49.8 mm to 50.0 mm with full-fan
mode (head protocol). For XVI units, the measured distance ranged from 49.5 mm
to 50.3 mm for the head protocol, while for pelvis protocol, the measured distance
ranged from 49.1 mm to 49.7 mm.
D. Low contrast sensitivity
The low contrast sensitivity was measured in the CTP515 module of the Catphan
phantom for both types of imaging system. The number of visible disks in the pelvis
images was evaluated and presented in Figure 5.5 for both the Varian OBI and Elekta
XVI systems. It should be noted that this test does not apply to the head protocol
since it uses much less dose than the pelvis protocol. Please refer to Table 4.4.1 and
Table 4.4.2 for more details. For both types of system, five out of the nine disks (15, 9,
8, 7, 6 mm diameters) at 1 % target contrast level were visible. For OBI images, disks
at 0.5 % contrast level were barely visible, while disks at 0.3 % contrast level were
totally invisible. None of the 0.5% and 0.3% disks were visible on the XVI images.
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Pelvis Protocol
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.5: Images of the low contrast sensitivity module using pelvis protocol for (a)
Clinac 4, (b) Clinac 5, (c) Infinity 1 and (d) Infinity 2.
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E. Image uniformity
HU values in five regions of interest (ROI) were measured in the CTP486-2 module of
the phantom to determine image uniformity. Table 5.1.2 summarizes the HU values in
five ROIs as well as the maximum HU differences between the central and peripheral
ROIs with head and pelvis protocols using OBI and XVI systems. For Varian OBI,
the maximum HU differences were well below the tolerance (±40 HU) for both units
using both protocols.
Using standard-dose head protocol, the maximum HU differences were 33 and 12
for Infinity 1 and 2, respectively. However, using pelvis protocol, the maximum HU
differences were -59 and -52, exceeding the tolerance of ±40 HU.
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Table 5.1.2: HU values in ROIs in the uniformity module in the Catphan phantom using Varian OBI and Elekta XVI systems,
respectively. The maximum HU differences for both types of system are also shown.
Standard-Dose Head Protocol Pelvis Protocol
ROI locations OBI units XVI units OBI units XVI units
Clinac 4 Clinac 5 Infinity 1 Infinity 2 Clinac 4 Clinac 5 Infinity 1 Infinity 2
Center 22.21 11.69 206 226 3.20 -36.34 -387 -388
Left 13.09 0.39 214 228 2.03 -30.47 -329 -338
Top 10.11 1.51 239 251 1.71 -31.07 -328 -337
Right 7.56 4.17 212 223 1.86 -23.92 -337 -337
Bottom 10.98 0.60 210 214 1.12 -24.12 -331 -336
Max difference (HU) 14.65 11.30 33 25 2.08 -12.42 -59 -52
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5.2 CBCT Dose
5.2.1 Varian OBI measurements
Table 5.2.1 represents the measured dose at different positions of CTDI phantoms
using the two different units of OBI system, Clinac 4 and Clinac 5, respectively. Dose
measurements were conducted for four clinical protocols. The results of this study
were compared to results published by Varian for the OBI40 and by Hyer et al.52 The
scan parameters of each of these protocols can be found in Table 4.4.2.
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Table 5.2.1: Measured dose on the CTDI head and body phantoms for various CBCT
protocols using Varian OBI system.
Protocol High-quality Standard-dose Pelvis Low-dose
head head thorax
Dose [mGy] Clinac 4
Dcenter 28.38 5.92 16.44 4.46
12 o’clock 9.58 1.99 29.23 8.79
3 o’clock 23.59 4.97 29.83 8.66
6 o’clock 41.47 8.58 28.70 8.26
9 o’clock 33.74 7.04 29.50 8.57
Dperipheral 27.10 5.65 29.32 8.58
CTDIw[mGy] 27.52 5.74 25.02 7.20
Dose [mGy] Clinac 5
Dcenter 26.34 5.34 14.18 3.91
12 o’clock 9.17 1.83 25.05 7.19
3 o’clock 22.39 4.54 24.25 7.00
6 o’clock 37.76 7.71 23.34 6.76
9 o’clock 31.01 6.31 24.86 7.16
Dperipheral 25.08 5.10 24.38 7.03
CTDIw[mGy] 25.50 5.18 20.98 5.99
Reference CTDIw[mGy]a 19.4 3.9 17.7 4.7
Hyer et al.52 - 5.17 21.57 6.14
a Data from the Varian OBI reference guide shown for comparison.40
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5.2.2 Elekta XVI measurements
Tables 5.2.2 and 5.2.4 summarize the dose measurements, at the center and peripheral
locations in the head and body phantoms, conducted for four different protocols using
the XVI units (Infinity 1 and 2). The CTDIw results performed by Elekta for XVI
and Song et al. are also shown in both tables.
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Table 5.2.2: Measured dose on the CTDI head and body phantoms for various CBCT
protocols using Elekta XVI system.
Protocol Fast head Standard head Pelvis Prostate
and neck (S20) and neck (S20) (M20) (M10)
Dose [mGy] Infinity 1
Dcenter 0.43 0.77 13.20 18.99
12 o’clock 0.25 0.50 22.95 33.24
3 o’clock 0.57 1.12 22.21 33.33
6 o’clock 0.78 1.50 22.41 31.64
9 o’clock 0.51 0.94 24.14 37.16
Dperipheral 0.53 1.01 22.93 33.84
CTDIw[mGy] 0.50 0.93 19.68 28.89
Dose [mGy] Infinity 2
Dcenter 0.40 0.80 13.39 18.55
12 o’clock 0.24 0.50 22.06 36.24
3 o’clock 0.50 1.05 22.83 32.36
6 o’clock 0.71 1.46 22.42 32.37
9 o’clock 0.46 0.93 25.80 39.73
Dperipheral 0.48 0.99 23.27 35.17
CTDIw[mGy] 0.45 0.92 19.98 29.63
Reference CTDIw[mGy]a 0.50 1.10 19.30 28.50
Song et al.32 - 1 24 35
a Data from the Elekta XVI reference guide shown for comparison.44
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Chapter 6
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to give a quantitative comparison of image quality
and CBCT dose analysis between Varian OBI and Elekta XVI systems while using
the standard clinical imaging protocols on both systems. Image quality phantoms,
TOR 18FG Leeds and Catphan, were useful tools in quantifying the results of the
2D and 3D image quality tests from the OBI and XVI systems. A comprehensive set
of CBCT dose measurements were also performed for OBI and XVI systems using
CTDI head and body phantoms.
6.1 Planar kV image
The measured 2D high contrast resolution for the OBI and XVI units was consistent
with one another; 1.6 lp/mm was recorded for both systems (4 units). For OBI
images, the measured values were in good agreement with the values reported by
Yoo et al. even though their exposure was much higher (≈2.56 mAs) than the one
used in this study (0.3 mAs).41 The high contrast resolution of XVI units was lower
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than the values reported by Muralidhar et al., in which 2.2 lp/mm (13th bar pattern)
was recorded.53 For the low contrast sensitivity test, the XVI showed better contrast
detectability than the OBI system due to the higher mAs value of the XVI units.
Also, image noise was found on the OBI images due to the low dose as shown in
Table 4.3.1. The OBI units were capable of resolving twelve to thirteen disks (2.33%
to 2.01% contrast sensitivity), which was similar to the values reported by Yoo et al.
For XVI units, the reported values of the low contrast test were lower than Muralidhar
et al.’s values (disk #16). In general, 2D image quality results for both machines met
the required specifications recommended by manufacturers.47,54
6.2 CBCT image
Before discussing CBCT image quality results, it is important to review some factors
affecting the image quality on OBI and XVI systems. First of all, the OBI uses a full
bow-tie filter with the full-fan scan, while XVI has no bow-tie filter for the same scan.
A shaped filter decreases the dynamic range demands on the detector during a CBCT
image acquisition. Also, it reduces the scatter signal at the phantom’s edge which
leads to improved overall quality of the CBCT images.45 For these reasons, one may
expect better image quality on the OBI system than XVI. Secondly, image reconstruc-
tion settings might affect the quality of CBCT images. XVI has three different presets
for reconstruction: high, medium, and low resolution. The major difference between
these presets is the reconstruction voxel size. For small and medium FOV settings
(S20&M10 cassettes), the voxel sizes for the high, medium, and low reconstruction
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presets are (0.5)3, (1)3, and (2)3 in units of mm3, respectively.55 In this study, the
medium resolution setting was used for all CBCT protocols since this is the one that
is usually used clinically. The high resolution setting is not common for clinical use
because it takes approximately 2 minutes longer to reconstruct the image. However,
it should be noted that the high resolution reconstruction preset will improve some
quality parameters of CBCT images due to the smaller voxel size. Furthermore, the
CBCT dose affects the overall image quality. Insufficient dose results in increased
noise and reduction of image quality, while an increase in dose over a certain level re-
sults in unnecessarily high dose to the patient without clinical benefit from improved
image quality.
The CBCT high contrast resolution is dependent on many factors, which is why
direct comparison between the Varian OBI and Elekta XVI is difficult. Looking at
the pelvis protocol images, both systems were capable of resolving 4 lp/cm. The OBI
images for head protocol had higher resolution than XVI images because the OBI
system used higher dose and smaller pixel/voxel size. An increase in image noise was
found on the XVI images due to the low dose. Resolution is clearly limited by dose,
pixel size, and therefore SNR. In CT, there is a well-established relationship between
dose (D), SNR, pixel size (∆), and slice thickness (T), namely4
D ∝ SNR
2
∆3T
(6.1)
Resolution will be affected by the pixel size, which is dependent on FOV and recon-
struction pixel matrix. For example, in the full-fan mode of the OBI, a 384×384
matrix with FOV of 25 cm resulted in pixel dimensions of approximately 0.7 mm,
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implying a maximum resolution that can be conveyed in the image (the Nyquist fre-
quency) of (2×0.7 mm)−1, or 7 lp/cm, while for the XVI full-fan mode, a 1 mm pixel
size imposed a maximum resolution of 5 lp/cm. Further improvement in the high
contrast resolution was also shown on the full-fan mode on OBI because it used a
sharp reconstruction filter, which emphasizes on bony structures, in its imaging pro-
cess which may lead to better resolution.
HU values can vary significantly between different imaging protocols and scan-
ners, it was important to check if the reference and the measured HU are comparable
to each other for both OBI units. In this study, it is shown that the HU values varied
randomly between the two units. Looking at Table 5.1.1, there are relatively large dif-
ferences in HU values between the protocols used on each unit. For instance, the HU
difference between the measured and nominal values in LDPE for the CBCT pelvis
protocol using Clinac 5 is 37.96, while for Clinac 4 the difference is only 1. Larger
discrepancy, though still within tolerance of ±40 HU, could likely be improved with a
HU re-calibration. As mentioned earlier, the reported HU values for XVI units were
not accurate since pixel values were not calibrated to the realistic HU values during
the installation and acceptance procedure. It is to be noted that the XVI version used
in this study (v4.5) does not support HU calibration; however, the newest version of
XVI (v5.0) does support this type of calibration.
For dose calculation, HU values are converted to electron densities by using cali-
bration curve. In this study, for HU accuracy and image uniformity tests, a tolerance
in HU values of ±40 was used, which will translate to 4% of density of water. Within
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this range, the inaccuracy of dose calculation is expected to be small.
The geometric accuracy of CBCT systems is influenced by the divergence of the
X-ray beam. The CBCT images are considered geometrically consistent if the ac-
tual divergence of the beam agrees with that assumed in the reconstruction. Spatial
linearity test was conducted to check the accuracy of the image magnification. It
was assessed for both OBI and XVI systems for two different imaging protocols. For
OBI system, comparison of the expected and measured distances of the four rods
showed excellent agreement, in which all distances were well within tolerance (±1%).
For XVI system, the measured distances ranged from 49.5 to 50.3 for head protocol,
while for pelvis protocol some of the measured distances were slightly below the tol-
erance (±0.5 mm), where 49.1 mm was recorded.
For the low contrast sensitivity test, the low contrast inserts were not visible on
either OBI or XVI systems using standard-dose head protocol due to the low dose.
The reason for using low radiation dose for head protocols is that the bony structures
are sufficient for image guidance in radiotherapy, thus there is no need to use higher
dose.56 Using pelvis protocol, both systems were capable of resolving up to 6 mm
diameter 1% supra-slice disk. The 0.5 and 0.3 % supra-slice disks were more visible
on the OBI images than the XVI even though the mAs value for XVI was higher. The
mAs affects the number of X-ray photons used to produce the image, therefore affect-
ing the SNR and the low contrast sensitivity (Equation 6.1). The reduction of the
low contrast sensitivity of XVI images might be related to the type of reconstruction
quality setting used in this study. In general, the CBCT system has limited ability
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to detect low-contrast objects and that might be related to significant levels of image
noise.
The image noise is an important factor affecting image quality since it both
reduces the spatial resolution and low contrast sensitivity. The increase in noise is
mainly due to the variation in the number of X-ray photons detected (quantum noise)
and/or the type of the reconstruction algorithm.5 Reducing the quantum noise can
be achieved by increasing the number of photons reaching the detector. Using higher
mAs will increase the number of photons, which leads to a reduction in the amount
of noise. The reconstruction algorithm, which is used to reconstruct images from
projections data, uses filters that might also increase the noise in the images. For
example, bone filters increase the noise (and thereby reduce low contrast sensitivity),
and soft tissue filters improve the low contrast sensitivity by reducing the amount of
noise in the images.
The uniformity module in Catphan phantom is designed to measure the CBCT
system’s ability to produce uniform images across the field of view of an object with
uniform density. All OBI images showed good in-slice uniformity with maximum
variation between central and peripheral ROIs < 15 HU. For full and half-fan mode,
the HU values of the different ROIs were within the expected value for the material
(±40 HU). The center ROI showed a larger HU value and a decrease in the values
was seen in the peripheral regions of the images. The full-fan images of the XVI units
showed better uniformity than the half-fan mode; variations between ROIs were 33
and 25 HU for Infinity 1 and Infinity 2, respectively. The lower HU value toward
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the center in XVI head images might be related to beam hardening correction which
can cause cupping artifacts in the images. A large non-uniformity was observed in
pelvis images for both units (-52 and -59 HU). This larger discrepancy could likely
be related to the HU calibration as discussed earlier.
6.3 CBCT dose
In this study, a comprehensive set of dose measurements was conducted for the OBI
and XVI systems. The CTDI was then calculated for both full and half-fan CBCT
protocols. The comparison between the two systems showed that the doses from the
Varian OBI standard clinical protocols tend to be higher than Elekta XVI protocols
for scanning of similar anatomy sites. However, in both systems, the head protocols
delivered lower doses compared to body protocols. This is because both systems used
a half-rotation scan for head and neck protocols (200◦). The image acquisition on
both systems started at the posterior region of the head, therefore, superficial organs
located on the anterior part (12 o’clock) were not directly exposed to the radiation.
For instance, in high-quality head and standard-dose head protocols of OBI units,
the anterior part of the head received only approximately one-quarter of the highest
dose measured in the head phantom, which was observed on the posterior region of
the head, while for XVI, the anterior part received approximately one-third of the
posterior dose.
According to OBI results, the highest CTDI value was reported in a high-quality
head protocol. This occurs for two reasons. Firstly, the high-quality head protocol
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had higher mAs value than standard-dose head and body protocols. The CTDI
values for full-fan scan mode were proportional to mAs; the high-quality head protocol
required a dose almost five times higher than standard-dose head and low-dose thorax.
Secondly, the effect of the phantom’s size might be reasonable since a smaller patient
size will lead to a greater image acquisition dose.
Overall, the measured doses of OBI units of each protocol were fairly consistent
with one another and with the data reported by Hyer et al..52 Table 5.2.1 shows doses
for default scanning protocols in Clinac 4; the measured CTDIw values were higher
than Hyer et al.’s data by approximately 4% to 17%. For Clinac 5 (Table 5.2.1),
the measured doses were slightly lower than Hyer et al.’s data by 1% to 3%. It is
to be noted that Hyer et al.’s measurements were repeated three times to decrease
statistical errors which might lead to these differences.
For both units, the CTDIw measurements were 20%-50% higher than the results
in the Varian reference guide.40 This is because Varian’s measurements were done
quite differently. According to the Varian reference guide, the X-ray blades opening
was narrowed to 20 mm (12 mm field length and 4 mm blade margin). To account
for blade settings uncertainties, the length of the collimated volume was measured
from the plot of the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the blade opening.
The estimated value of the length was then used to correct the reading from the ion
chamber given in Gy·cm.
For XVI units, the CTDIw results agreed well with one another and with the data
reported by Elekta reference guide with a largest difference of ≈16% shown in the
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standard head protocol used on Infinity 2. Comparing Song et al.’s data to the dose
results in this study, it was shown that our results were consistent with Song et al.’s
results. For the standard head protocol, the values reported in this study were lower
than Song et al.’s value by ≈ 8%, while for pelvis and prostate regions, their data
were higher by 18% and 15% for Infinity 1 and Infinity 2, respectively. Note that the
phantom sizes in Song et al.’s study were slightly different than the phantoms used
in this study. In Song et al.’s study, a 18 cm diameter head phantom and a 30 cm
diameter body phantom were used, while in this study, 16 and 32 cm phantoms were
used for head and body protocols, respectively. Even though the head phantom in
this study was smaller than the one used in Song et al.’s study, measurements with
their phantom showed higher doses. For the body phantom, Song et al.’s values were
higher because their phantom was smaller by 2 cm in diameter.
The major limitation of CTDI methodology is that the 100 mm ion chamber used
in CTDI measurements will not collect all the primary radiation as well as the scatter
signal generated from a single-scan cone beam.51 This is because the broad geometry
of the X-ray beam used for CBCT image acquisition, which exceeds the 100 mm
length of the ionization chamber. The use of a small ion chamber (e.g. 0.6 cm3 Farmer
chamber) has been suggested by some authors for CBCT dose measurements.32,57–59
The Farmer chamber gives a more accurate measurement of the maximum dose at the
center of the phantom.32 More details on how the measurement is done are provided
in the literature.57–60
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The goal of this research was to investigate the overall quality of CBCT systems
in terms of image quality and doses. The implementation of kV-CBCT in IGRT
has the advantage of being able to accurately visualize anatomical structures espe-
cially soft tissues. A comprehensive set of image quality and dose measurements
were performed using different types of phantoms for the two commercially available
kV-CBCT systems (Varian OBI and Elekta XVI). The systems were evaluated by
performing image quality and dose measurements for four clinical protocols: head
and neck, pelvis, prostate, and thorax.
In evaluating the quality of both the OBI and XVI planar images, it was shown
that the OBI was capable of providing comparable imaging performance to that of
XVI system. In this study, CBCT image quality measurements of the OBI revealed
better high contrast resolution and HU accuracy when using head and pelvis proto-
cols.
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CBCT dose measurements demonstrated that the XVI used lower doses for both
head and body scans than OBI did, which explains the observed differences in image
quality that are mentioned earlier. In addition, the head protocols in both systems
delivered lower doses compared to body protocols to minimize the exposure of super-
ficial organs to the radiation.
According to the results presented in this study, both systems are suitable for
performing image-guided radiotherapy on a daily basis. This technology is considered
a useful tool to aid patient positioning for radiation therapy. Radiation doses vary
considerably with patient sizes in relation to scanning protocols.35 Therefore, it is
recommended to consider patient-specific clinical imaging protocols, particularly with
regards to pediatric patients for whom a higher dose can be predicted. As future Var-
ian OBI and Elekta XVI systems continue to improve their image quality, both have
the potential to become even more valuable tools in image-guided radiation therapy.
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